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Entrance
in 20 th Century it caused a great deal of inceasing of the vouchers and
records because of the extention, of the companies' structures. As a results
of this extension, made the auditors able hardly to decide one of the companies' accounting works of which was made by the auditors who were working
by the limited time and cost. As a result of these extentions, the audi tors began to appliciate sampling methods.
The auditors mostly using statistcal sampling methods in their works.
We can describe the statistical sampling method as a prosess of selecting a
s~mple from a population and the using the characteristics of the sample to
draw inferences about the characteristics of th.e population.
The auditors benefit from various tsatistical sampling methods in their
works. Some of them (1):
- Acceptance and Discovery Sampling Methods,
- Estimation Sampling For Attributes Method,
- Estimation Sampling For Variables Method,
- Monetary Unit Sampling Methods.
These methods could have been used in seperated ways in audit works.
in an other way all of these methods have each speral statistical features.
The most important applications are efficients have been on the boards
which we.re seperated according their possibility distrubtions. Because of these there is a strict relation with the possibility distrubtion and confidence coefficient stage and sample size. The stati~tical sampling methods have been effocted by the possibility disturubtion, which helps to find out the sample size.
On the other hand there is a strict relationship with accounting population
and the statistical sampling methods and the possibility distrubtions. Asa
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result of this,our intention is, to insist on aplying the structural features of
the accounting population and the possibilty distrubtions on various sampling
methods.
The Structural Features of' the Accounting Population
There is a strict relationship betweeıı the theoretic features of the statis. tic&l sampling methods and the structural featires of the accounting population. It's used to have being applied a sampling method which has been fitted
the structural feaµre of the accouinting population to make sampling work suitable for our intention.
Any accounting population has different structural characteristics according to other population is used on some other fields. These characteristics
come on in homogenity and skewness fields.
The accounting population, in a great deal of rate doesn't ov.rns homogenity characteristics. There are very important diferences among the variables
values make the population (2).
The subjects make the population, came on in skewness and doesn't make simetrical distrubtion on avarage way (3). ln addition, another characteristic is the monetary ammounts to rnake a large value in less number, and less
value in much number (4). Esse~tially this aspect is the proof of not being hornogenity, is being skewness.
According to normal distrubtion, the statistical sampling methods are
the applications of making used on accounting population. As a result of this
it makes the unrepresentative conclusions. in the intention making this method in valid, firstly it's been made use straficiation according to estimation
sampling for variables method. Because of being some objections at the strafication is to use monetary unit sampling method:
The Possibility Distrubtions Used in Statistical Sampling Methods
It's used to make use the most suitable method as using the statistical
sampling method in auditing. The possibility distrubtions which domesticate
the tnethods make use this necessity.
There are four possibility distrubtions to make use in audit works:
- Hypergeometric Distrubtion,
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- Binomial Distrubtion,
- Normal Distrubtion,
- Poisson Distrubtion.
Hyperge~metric Distrubtion is the most suitable one in the way of audi-

ting. The essention of this distrubtion is depended on without replacement of
the sample items, bot it's not usefull because of the calculations of Hypergeometric Distrubtion are very difficult.
Binomial Distrubtion makes replacement of the sample items. But it
makes objection in auditing. lf we want to make use Normal Distrubtion, the
sampling rate must be very great (n/N>O. 1) sample size must be big (n>30)
and the error rate of sample must be less (p>0.1) (5).
The Poisson Distrubtion is the nearest disrrubtion to fhe structural featires of the accounting population and the error features. The error rate is
small in accounting population (p<O. 1). in addition Poisson Distrubtion becomes near to Hypergeome tric Distrubtion as the sample size is (n>30) (6).
Result
These statistical characteristic s caused these conculusins:
- lt's usecl to use the Normal Distrubtion because of the accounting popiılation cloesn't homogenity and has skewness feaure.
- The most suitable one is the poisson Distrubtion in Possibilty distrubti on.
As these conclusions are considered especially the monteary unit sampling methocl which is not effected by skewness and usecl in aı,ıcliting of monetary amounts.
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